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About This Game

Take out dozens of enemies, traps and other dangers with your knife, hand gun, machine gun, grenade launcher, satchel charges
or sniper rifle!

6 varying levels taking place in the desert, jungle or city!

Fast action 3D platform gaming with classic 2D gameplay!
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This game revolusionizes the genre of "awful games" Its so bad you cant even laugh at it. I would rather spend the day licking
my fat grandmas toes as a robot shoves its rusty fingers up my \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 than play this
sorry excuse for a \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 game. I managed to survive a bit longer than in the Awakened
game. This is however as long as I'll go. I consider it a waste of time.

- The world is empty, looks ugly,

- There are very few people around and those that have a role look like they've been taken from a parody. Their speech and
character are over the line, like they are in a theatre, and a bad one. The voice acting is worse than in the awakening.

- The solving of the puzzles is already boring and often counter-intuitive, but on top of all that, every x minutes, the game
throws at you a completely unrelated and boring task to perform. Go get a book from a store. Go get a (horse) cab. Ok now go
do that again. Why? The only place whereI can understand this beign a thing is during a tutorial.

- I've only encountered two types of puzzles (btw, if you are expecting some kind of deduction stuff from the newer SH game,
forget it, it's only puzzles and you are not making any decisions or deductions yourself). First one was what you would show to
6-year olds to see if their mental abilities are progressing as expected. The second type would be complete opposite, you either
have to be lucky to find a solution or check online.

- There are many frustrating thigs, from content and game mechanics point of view. For example a guy says his name and I
KNOW that it's a fake name, because it's a name that's closely related to Sherlock Holmes (I've done some research in the game,
I checked everything). And yet there is no option to doubt his words or to say he was the bad guy.

Detective game for 10-year olds.. Rescue quest is a match 3 game similar to a lot of other games.

What it does different is that you have different goals and spells.

The game is well done. The port from mobile is good, graphics are nice, overall quality is good if not great.

For me this match 3 game has been very good. I like how much content it has. Lots of different spells, enemies, keys. There are
more than enough levels and new content pops out pretty often.

I do recommend this for 10\u20ac.. This game adds as many things that were not in the previous as a FIFA game. I was worried
in the beginning, BUT ! the game gets u in ...................... :). I'm a biking viking!

Managed to crash 50 times on one level: check
Managed to crash on my head 50 times: check
Spend 15 minutes trying to get a some gold: check
Succeeded in getting that gold: no!

From the above, one can see that I'm a complete hack at this game! :) But Riders of Asgard is one of those few games, that pull
you in and make you say: "Just one more try...", till you look at the time and several hours have passed.

The levels are well designed and quite distracting with the excellent visuals, the music: a perfect match for this game.
Gameplay will suit everyone from novices to hardcore arcaders. The bonus levels add some new dimensions and lots of fun.
Your bag of tricks is positively bursting as well, so no excuses for low scores! Except for landing on your head, of course!

Well done to the Dev team!

Riders of Asgard is a must have game for everyones library.
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Become a "Biking Viking", you know you want to!

. Anybody worried about buying this the issue with the dlc not loading has been completley patched out with the removal of
games for windows live (YAAAAAAAAAAAAAY NO MORE GFWL) so all dlc packs are worth the perchase making the
game more fun in everyway. Why have you lied to me, Chris Livingston?
This game isn't really fun at all. Maybe for like 2 hours. What the hell!. I wish there was more than thumbs up or thumbs down.
The voice acting is really Good, and some of the humor is spot on too. But, for a game, plotwise is lacking, and the gaming
elements are really lacking.
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the game is just what I wanted to see on Steam, but sadly this one in particular is not optimized enough. Let's start with glitches,
the game has plenty of that, I'm writing this review after a weird glitch froze the level 7 boss screen, so I can die because the
time runs out while the level doesn't scroll and the player is not visible on the screen. This made me choose to return to the main
screen; that is equal to quit the game and start from the beginning since you don't have any option to save your game.

In this game you have a set amount of life and if you lose all of them you have to restart from the beginning. It's not an unfair
idea, you can rush through the game easily enough (at least till level 7, where the glitch occurred): the levels are messy and don't
require you to explore them extensively, because there's nothing missable to collect, only points. Some bosses are cool, some are
not, and definitly for the most part they have non-original pattern of movements and attack, so you can breeze through the levels
and reach level 7 and that fatal glitch easily enough if you are an experienced player.

I'm so angry, the game was very promising, the story and the art style are cute and made me remember those days when I played
this kind of game all day. But the old games were programmed better than this, so that hit detection and level design were not a
nuisance.

I don't want to start to play again, the game overall is cute, even if it's unpolished and very raw (as you expect from a game made
with "game maker" or "multimedia fusion") but I don't want to reach level 7 boss (there are 8 levels total) and risk to encounter
that glitch again. I think I wasted time. awesome game if you like 16 bit games. Developer very responsive.

18 months later no more updates, i feel abandoned.

2 years after the game is up, we get new content.. I guess someone is interested in this game not being successful because the
hate comments I've read are based on plain lies.
- This is a full game, not a beta or 20% finished product.
- Graphics are good, I am running it at 2560 x 1080. Did not need to do anything it just detected the native resolution
- It runs smoothly, no complains at all.
- Shame about the online option not working, I did not know that. :-(
- Some are saying the game only displays in French (?) seriously guys... it's in English

It works well. I played for an hour and I did some of the basic training and played some casual matches. The game is fun, and
the movements and everything works just fine! I'm sure I'll find some bugs when I play more, exactly like any other game I own.
But this bsh*t about being 20% finished smells a lot like a campaign aimed at the developer for whatever the reason.. I love
dungeon claw games and this little game is quite legit. Though you have to escape the cave many times to go deeper floors the
game is designed not too difficult so I didn't get bored while playing. Quite fun I haven't beat the game but according to
achievements I see the floor is limited so hopefully, I could kill the last boss soon lol.. if you have a kid in the house , u should
probably buy this game to your kids
Enjoyable but they only creat 4 animal to paint .
THIS GAME IS NOT FOR ADULT!!!. I regret wasting 30 minutes of my life on it. This is one of the instances where a game
which is as cheap as a sheet of paper is so bad, that i ask for a refund.. A great game that you should definitely play if you
enjoyed the first one.. I played Bejewled series, Cradle of XXX series, Puzzle Quest series for 3 matching game. I like this one
the best. PRG element is better than Puzzle Quest. I was sad when I beat the game.... This is awesome! You can run your own
mud server and basically host your own online world. I love it. I have been looking for a mud server to run for a long time. This
one is easy to set up and works perfectly. Thanks to the dev for this!
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